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The Social Dynamics of Group Polarization during Diffusion 

 

Highlights 

A social mechanism that generates network dynamics during diffusion is proposed. 

The social structure depends on how much actors align their behaviors with their ties.  

Influence process feeds back to and amplifies the effect of network selection. 

Our results match transitions in scholarly citation networks and terrorist networks. 

 

Abstract  

Although network structures shape diffusion and ultimately systemic performance, the underlying 

dynamics generating different network structures during diffusion are not well understood. To explore 

these dynamics we present a set of models driven by a single motivation for generalized balance – the 

inclination to align the attributes of one’s network members with one’s own attributes either by 

adopting the attributes of network members or by selecting to interact with similar others.  Simulations 

show that the models generate core-periphery network structures for low levels of generalized balance 

and polarization (modularity) for high levels of generalized balance.  Moreover, the more network 

members influence one another the more the transition from core-periphery to polarization is delayed 

but then drastic, in the extreme creating a phase transition.  Thus, the rate of influence amplifies the 

attractiveness of a particular state of the system. The results match transitions in scholarly citation 

networks and terrorist networks. 
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1. Introduction 

The performance of most social systems depends on flows of knowledge, information or 

materials. For example, a firm’s capacity to change and improve depends on flows of knowledge among 

employees (DeCarolis and Deeds, 1999; Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000) and the performance of 

communities depends on the flow of resources among inhabitants (Boyd et al., 2011; Portes, 1998; 

Putnam, 1995). One important implication is that the performance of a system depends on its capacity 

to diffuse resources through its network structure.  In particular, diffusion occurs rapidly in core-

periphery networks because once the core members adopt they convey directly to others in the 

network (Newman, 2005; Berardo and Scholz, 2010; Kozma et al., 2005; Watts, 2002; Weng et al., 2013).  

In contrast when modularity or clustering is present new knowledge or behaviors can be contained 

within one cluster without rapidly diffusing to others, limiting overall percolation (Newman, 2003; 

Krause et al., 2003).  

The emergence of network structure is rooted in the micro-social dynamics of the choices actors 

make about with whom to form network ties. In particular, the pursuit of popular others (Newman, 

2005; Phan and Airoldi, 2015; Uzzi, 2008) generates core-periphery structures (Barabási and Albert, 

1999) as central actors become increasingly central over time (also creating a power-law or scale free 

degree distribution (Callaway et al., 2000; Clauset et al., 2009)). In contrast, when actors form network 

ties based on homophily – with similar others (Blau, 1977; Mcpherson et al., 2001; Rivera et al., 2010) -- 

modularity (clustering) occurs as dense networks form among subsets of actors with similar 

characteristics (Javarone and Armano, 2013; Macy et al., 2003).   

While the emergence of network structures is rooted in individual choices about with whom to 

form network ties, there has been relatively little study of how network structures are indirectly altered 

as actors influence one another’s beliefs or behaviors. A small number of empirical studies using agent 
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based models for estimation have found greater support for the rate of selection of network ties relative 

to the rate at which actors influence one another during diffusion (Müller et al., 2014; Lewis et al., 2012; 

Powell et al., 2005). But agent based models have not been as extensively used to explore the long term 

systemic implications of simultaneous influence and selection.  

In this study we use agent based models to explore how the process of influence dynamically 

complements the process of selection.  We first specify models of network selection that can generate 

core--periphery or modular structures depending on a single parameter representing the effect of 

balance through actors’ preferences for homophily in the selection processes and how actors modify 

their beliefs/behaviors to conform to the mean belief/behavior of others in their specific networks.  

Because this parameter pertains to the effects of balance in influence and selection we refer to it as 

generalized balance.  

At the system level our study examines the integration of the influence and selection processes. 

The influence process is the engine of diffusion; e.g., behaviors diffuse through a system as actors adopt 

the behaviors of those in their network. In turn, the changes in behaviors then affect the selection 

process through homophily.  Thus our study synthesizes the diffusion of innovation and network 

evolution literatures as we examine how the factors that affect the formation of network structures are 

altered during diffusion.  

1.1 Extant Models of Influence and Selection 

Our models build on extensive studies of the emergence of network structure through agent 

based models.  Early developments in this literature focused on the micro-foundations of the evolution 

of social networks and structure (Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Watts and Strogatz, 1998).  For example 

Barabasi and Albert (1999) showed how scale free networks can emerge from preferential attachment 

of actors (e.g., for popular others), and Watts and Strogatz (1998) studied how small world networks can 
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emerge from transitivity and random rewiring. Critical for our models is the focus on actors’ underlying 

utility that drives behavior/ network selection. For example, Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) used a utility 

framework to analytically derive equilibria from actors’ selection of interaction partners. Hummon 

(2000), Doreian (2006), Jackson and Rogers (2005), and Jackson and Watts (2002) extended this line of 

work and showed that model restrictions, initial conditions and evolution strategies can result in the 

emergence of some unexpected structures. For example Hummon (2000) considered ties that can be 

formed without the consent of the tie recipient  to simulate eight different equilibria, and Doreian 

(2006) synthesized Hummon (2000) and Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) by considering transitions 

between original networks through adding and deleting ties. 

Scholars have also tested many other bases for a utility function of network selection that are 

grounded in social theory. Both simulation and experimental works have shown how various network 

structures can emerge from sociological motives such as triadic closure, structural brokerage, 

reciprocity, k-star effects, closeness centrality and so on (Robins et al., 2005; Burger and Buskens, 2009;  

Buechel and Buskens, 2013; Buskens and Van de Rijt, 2008; Anjos and Reagans, 2013). For example 

Buskens and Van de Rijt (2008) used a utility based model to show that networks that evenly distributed 

benefits will emerge when all actors pursue structural brokerage.  

While this literature forms an important backbone for our work, the studies typically do not 

attend to the coevolution of individual attributes and networks, and the corresponding emergence of 

network structure during diffusion. On the other hand, the co-evolution of networks and beliefs through 

influence and selection have been studied in empirical works such as Lazer (2001) and Snijders et al. 

(2007) (See also Snijders and Doreian, 2010 for special issue on this theme), as well as through 

simulation (Corten and Buskens, 2010; Prell and Lo, 2016). However, these studies generally did not 

attend to the corresponding emergence of network structures.  Axelrod (1997) and Macy et al. (2003) 
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did study the emergence of network structure from selection and influence, but they did not explore 

factors that might counter the homophily term in the selection model.  This limited their capacity to 

explore diverse equilibria or network structures.  

Our work builds on that of Frank and Fahrbach (1999) who showed that homophily effects could 

be offset by the pursuit of new information, and that dynamic measures of centrality accounted for 

actors’ capacity to migrate between two potentially polarizing subgroups.  Our work also builds on Prell 

and Lo (2016) who recently modeled the co-evolution of knowledge and networks, showing that micro-

preferences for triadic closure or belief similarity most effectively distributed knowledge throughout the 

system.   This attention to influence and selection models is also supported by empirical work that 

simultaneously estimates the effects of influence and selection, comparing the relative strength of each 

process (Snijders and Doreian, 2010).  

While our work builds on these studies, here we synthesize the literature on the co-evolution of 

networks and norms with that of utility.  Generally, the utility framework allows us to articulate theory 

in terms of actors’ underlying motivations.  In particular, we use a utility framework to to describe the 

underlying driving force of balance behind influence and selection that generates different network 

structures.  Our attention to utility also allows us to examine trade-offs in driving forces of polarization 

in belief that are different from the accumulation of knowledge described by Prell and Lo (2016). Our 

theoretical contribution is to link two incentive based processes (selection and influence) through one 

common drive -- balance (Heider 1946). This extends psychological and sociological theory that attended 

to one process or the other but not both (Kelman, 1958; Kadushin, 2012; Rivera et al., 2010 ). 

1.2. The Micro-dynamic Drivers of Selection  

              The micro-dynamics of our system are driven by actors’ choices of network members (selection) 

and their response to norms (average behavior or belief) among network members (influence).  In our 
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framework the choices are driven the pursuit of balance -- the inclination to align one’s own attributes 

with those of one’s network members.  Balance defined here is grounded in Heider’s (1946) theory, 

which states that people are motivated to achieve cognitive consistency by balancing their beliefs or 

behaviors with those with whom they interact. In the selection process actors pursue balance by seeking 

ties with others with similar attributes, known as homophily – birds of a feather flocking together. For 

example, a student immersed in hip-hop may find conversation easier and support more forthcoming 

from friends with similar taste (Milner, 2013).  In the influence process actors may seek balance by 

conforming to the behaviors of those with whom they interact. For example, an adolescent may 

conform to the clothing fashions of those in a clique at school (Milner, 2013).   

In each process we express the utility of balance in terms of actors’ desires to match their attributes 

with the mean of others in their networks.  For example, an actors’ utility increases by minimizing the 

squared difference between the actor’s attribute, yi , and the mean of others in the network ( Y ):          

(yit- Y )2. Our expressions functions for utility in the selection and influence models will be a function of 

this squared difference.   In either case, balance explains why “you are who your friends are.”  And it is 

because balance can play a role in either influence or selection, that we refer to the common 

mechanism as generalized balance.  

Of course actors may be driven by motives other than generalized balance. In the selection 

process, while there are many bases for choosing network members other than homophily (e.g. 

transitivity, popularity, brokerage etc.), here we focus on the desire to interact with popular others to 

gain leverage in the system by accessing more information or to increase popularity through affiliation. 1 

For example, adolescents may seek friendship with popular others, driving the status culture in their 

schools (Simmel, 1957; Crane, 1999; Coleman, 1961).  
                                                           
1 We did not include pursuit of transitivity in the selection process, as the underlying motivation is structural 
balance (Cartwright and Harary, 1956; Rapoport, 1963), which is somewhat redundant with original balance theory 
from Heider (1946) as we expressed here through the influence and selection models.  
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We present the pursuit of homophily and pursuit of popular others as trade-offs because we 

assume actors are constrained in their capacity to engage in meaningful, deep interactions (Blau, 1967; 

Hansen, 1999).Therefore they must select among potential others based on some criteria, which we 

express in terms of relative contributions to utility.2 At the core of the trade-off is that relations with 

popular others are more difficult to acquire and maintain, but actors usually can gain valuable resources 

thorough a relationship with popular others. Relations with similar others are easier to maintain as 

actors have similar interests, but the resources embedded in homophilous relations may be redundant 

with the resources already possessed by the actor.  

We express the trade-off in a formal model of selection in which, following convention in 

selection models (e.g., Robins et al , 2005),  homophily is represented in terms of the absolute value of 

the difference in an attribute y between actors i and j:|yi-yj|.3 Note that |yi-yj| is an expression of 

generalized balance because 2|(y -Y)| (y -Y)it it= .  The pursuit of homophily is offset against the pursuit 

of popular others defined as the total number of others who already identify actor j as a network tie: pj. 

The selection utility, U, of actor i choosing to interact with actor j at time t is then a function of the prior 

popularity (t-1) of j and the prior similarity of belief (or behavior) between i and j: 4  

1 -1 -1U =(1- )p | y -y |ijt jt it jtα α- -  .                                                                                                               [1]                 

We parameterize the relative effects of homophily and popularity in terms of α (0≤α≤1). The 

larger the value of α the more the actor i pursues generalized balance through homophily based on the 

                                                           
2 Although a random process is a natural complement to any theoretical mechanism and can be used for statistical 
analysis (Robins et al., 2005), we do not consider random selection here because it attributes no agency to actors, 
and so cannot be used to develop and test theoretical propositions 
3 In both the selection and influence models we treat actors beliefs/behaviors as continuous measures. In this 
sense the evolution of beliefs or behaviors is different form the pure accumulation of a resource such as 
knowledge (Reagans & Zuckerman, 2008; Prell & Lo, 2016) – our conceptualization is of prior interactions and 
experiences accumulating and offsetting one another to varying degrees to place actors on a continuum. 
4 Contrary to some other models (Henry et al., 2015), our ties are directional so that Uij≠Uji. 
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similarity of attributes:|yit-1-yjt-1|while becoming less sensitive to the popularity of other actors. In 

contrast the smaller the value of  α the more actor  i seeks others who are already popular at t -1 as 

represented by pjt-1 (in-degree) while becoming less sensitive to similarity with other actors.  

Although popularity and similarity of belief appear expressed on different scales, in the technical 

appendix we derive a scaling function between the two terms based on the dynamics of the network at 

baseline (t=0). In particular we examine the implications for homophily |yi-yj|and popularity (pj) for a        

given change in belief (or behavior) of actor i, from yi to yi . We are then able to combine the results 

into a scaling function linking the scale of |yi-yj| to the scale for pj. As a particular example, if an actor 

changes belief from two standard deviations above the mean to one standard deviation above the mean 

at time zero the actor would expect to gain 8.4 nominations in popularity and 0.85 units of similarity in 

belief.5 In even numbers the ratio is 10 to -1; a 10 unit increase in popularity corresponds to about a one 

unit decrease in |yi─yj|. Generally, by evaluating the function for different values of change in belief and 

for the specifics of a simulation (in terms of the density, standard deviation of y, etc), the ratio of change 

in popularity to change in differences of belief can then be used as a basis for interpreting the ratio of 

(1-α) to α in the selection process.   

We have established a link between differences in belief between actors and the popularity of 

actors because both change in response to changes in a given actor’s belief. Thus our analysis shows 

that because changes in belief affect network ties, differences in belief can be naturally offset against 

differences in popularity. It is for this reason that we specify popularity as the primary complement to 

homophily (in the discussion we present alternatives to the use of popularity to offset homophily in the 

selection model). 

 

                                                           
5 Of course the conversion of units between popularity and homophily term depends on the standard deviation of 
behavior distribution. 
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1.3. The Micro-dynamic Drivers of Influence  

In the influence model, we contrast balance-seeking with self-identity, as actors may choose to 

retain their own beliefs or behaviors instead of conforming to others around them.  Actors might resist 

conformity if they have extreme confidence in their current identity, lack of investment in others in the 

social system, or can maintain relations by exchanging social approval (Flache and Macy, 1996). For 

example an adolescent who takes fashion ques from magazines or other countries rather than from 

peers (Crane, 1999) may tolerate imbalance in her local context.   

Drawing on our previous arguments and recognizing actors’ agency in choosing their own beliefs 

and behaviors, we specify the utility function for the influence process for actor i as (see Frank et al. 

2008, 2010 to see how this can be derived from a more complex utility function): 

2 2
it 1

1 1U = - (y -y ) - (y -Y)
2 2it it itβ-  .                                                                                                   [2] 

Defining  

(1 )=  and =  and 1
1 1
β γ β γγ β
β γ γ

-
=

+ -
,  

then: 

2 2
it 1

1 (1 ) 1U = - (y -y ) - (y -Y)
2 2it it it
β γ β

γ -
-

      [3]
 

In [3], the term (yit- Y )2  represents the cost for failure to conform.  This cost may be because of a 

misalignment of an actor’s behavior with their social identity (Akerlof and Kranton, 2001), or because of 

anticipated lack of access to resources because of failure to conform (Frank et al., 2011). The function 

shows how an actor can increase utility either by retaining behaviors as in the first part of the function 

(yit-yit-1)2 or by adopting behaviors similar to the mean of the others with whom she interacts (yit- Y )2.  

The trade-off is balanced according to β (0≤β≤+∞).  
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Note that the term (yit- Y )2 in [3] represents generalized balance as it is the loss (−) experienced 

due to deviating from the group norm.  Correspondingly, the scaling function between the selection and 

influence models is
| |

2
ity Yβα -

= .  That is, when 
| |

2
ity Yβα -

= the same weight is applied to 

differences between pairs of actors’ beliefs and those of others in the influence and selection models.   

The scaling function is necessary because β is affiliated with (yit- Y )2 in the influence model whereas α is 

affiliated with 2(y -Y)it in the selection model (in the next paragraph we justify the use of 2 in the 

denominator when we derive the standard influence model from the utility in [3]). 

A baseline model of influence can be obtained from [2] by maximizing the utility with respect to 

yit : 

-1
1y = y + Y

1 1it it
β

β β+ +
 ,                                                                                                                       [4] 

and substituting =
1
βγ
β+

 yields 

 -1y =(1- )y +( )Yit itγ γ  .                                                                                                                         [5] 

Representing the mean of network members, Y , as 
1 1

1

w y
w
ijt jt

ijt

- -

-

∑
∑

where 1w ijt-  =1 if actor i interacts 

with actor j at time t-1, 0 otherwise, yields: 

1 1
1

1

w y
y (1 )y

w
ijt jt

it it
ijt

γ γ - -
-

-

= - + ∑
∑ .                     [6]  

In model [6], γ ranges from 0 to 1. The larger the value of γ, the more the actor pursues generalized 

balance by conforming to the beliefs or behaviors of network members. Correspondingly, the larger the 
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value of γ the more readily can behavior or belief diffuse through networks within the system.6
 For 

example, the larger the value of γ the more rapidly would music or clothing fashions diffuse in a school. 

Note that this model is very similar to Friedkin’s peer influence model (Friedkin and Johnsen, 1990). 

However, we start from the utility function to show the motivation of actors as well as the scaling 

function between the influence and selection models. 

1.4. Integrating the Models of Influence and Selection  

Before using models [1] and [6] to generate equilibria through an agent based model, we must 

express the rate of influence relative to that of selection. To do so, define k (0≤k≤1) as the rate of the 

pursuit of generalized balance in the influence process relative to the selection process: k=γ/α.  

Substituting kα  for γ in [6] yields:7 

1 1
1

1

w y
y (1 )y

w
ijt jt

it it
ijt

k kα α - -
-

-

= - + ∑
∑ .

                                                                                           [7] 

Generally, when k  0 actors retain only their previous beliefs or behaviors – influence occurs slowly 

relative to selection; as k increases the process of influence occurs faster relative to selection and when 

k  1influence occurs at the same rate as selection.8 If k is small, then an adolescent will pursue 

generalized balance more through selecting members who engage in similar behaviors than by 

conforming in behavior to those of network members.  In this sense our models allow us to express the 

system in terms of the interplay of between influence and selection using two parameters: generalized 

balance (α) and the rate of influence relative to the rate of selection (k). 

                                                           
6 We assume a fairly simple and direct influence process in which actors respond to the attributes of network 
members without requiring repeated exposure. Frank and Fahrbach (1999) limit exploding equilibria by restricting 
the echoing of information in the system whereas this model limits exploding equilibria by assigning 1-γ to the 
prior value, yit-1. 
7 Alternatively we could substitute: γ/k for α in model [1] and express generalized balance generally in terms of γ. 
8 If selection does not occur and therefore the network does not change, the system converges to the same end 
point for 0<k<1 (Frank and Fahrbach 1999). 
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An important note is that in principle our models are very similar to SIENA (Snijder et al.,1996; 

2007), except that our models are used to simulate equilibria from a given set of parameters while 

SIENA uses simulation to estimate parameters from empirical data. In this sense SIENA models are 

general which can be used for estimation whereas ours are specific theoretical expressions of the 

function of balance in the influence and selection models.   

Furthermore, our models are deterministic, allowing us to explore theoretical propositions 

instead of probabilistic to accommodate variation in data as in SIENA. In extension sections below we 

describe how our models can be extended to probabilistic phenomena. However we believe our models 

should be considered as important first steps to understand a given phenomenon before incorporating 

the complexity of a random component. 

Anchoring the Magnitude of Generalized balance and Rates of Influence in Empirical Data. We provide 

some intuition for the magnitude of generalized balance (α ) and rates of influence (k) from empirical 

studies. Conditional on other covariates, Frank et al. (2004,2012) found modest to strong rates of 

influence  among teachers (with the coefficient for the network exposure term roughly one third to two 

thirds as large as that for prior behaviors), either in changing teaching practice or adopting innovations 

(Frank et al., 2004; Penuel et al., 2012);  Using data from Liu (2015) α  can be high (with the coefficient 

for the homophily term four times larger than the coefficient of the popularity term, See Table. S1) but k 

is relatively low among senators regarding the political orientation of their voting behavior (Liu and 

Srivastava, 2015).  Generally, the terms α  and k have been found to be lower among professionals in 

stable working environments, but higher among adolescents or during periods of intense socialization 

such as in military or religious settings (Frank et al., 2008; Stouffer et al., 1949; Gellner, 2015; Durkheim, 

2000).Generalized balance is also generally higher in situations where people face more uncertainty and 

risks, as people are more vulnerable and in need of other peoples’ support. For example, students after 
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hurricane Katrina had high generalized balance, preferring close-knit groups rather than the pursuit of 

popular others (Phan and Airoldi, 2015; Portes and Sensenbrenner, 1993).   

              We now turn to two sets of simulations, one in which the baseline networks are determined at 

random, and the other in which modularity (clusters) are established at baseline, allowing us to evaluate 

whether the same forces operate to move a system away from modularity as towards modularity. For 

each set of simulations we vary α  and k to evaluate the relative effects of generalized balance and the 

rate of influence on the occurrence of core-periphery versus modular social structures and how α  and k 

interact with one another.  

 

2. Simulation Methods 

2.1. Simulation Process  

                  After defining our models we perform agent based simulations in Netlogo 5.2.0 (Wilensky, 

1999). Specifically, in each round: (i) Each actor evaluates all other actors in the system and calculates 

the utility of establishing a tie with each other actor based on the selection equation in [1]; (ii) Each 

actor then establishes a tie with other actors with highest utilities, holding the out-degree (number of 

others identified as network ties) for each actor constant. For example if an actor starts with 3 out-going 

ties, then in each round it will terminate all previous out-going ties and select the 3 actors who yield the 

highest utilities;9 (iii) As actors select with whom they interact they are influenced by their network 

neighbors and adjust their behaviors based on the influence model in [7].  For each experiment 

described below we varied generalized balance (α ) from 0 to 1 by intervals of 0.05 and chose the 

relative rate of influence (k) to be 0, 0.2, 0.5 or 0.8. In each configuration we simulated 200 times, with a 

total of 200*21*4=16800 simulations. 

 
                                                           
9 In this sense the selection model is memoryless but we explore a selection model with memory in the extensions. 
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2.2. First Experiment 

            We initialized a random network as follows: (i) 20 actors with normally distributed behavior state 

with mean 20 and standard deviation 4. We chose a behavior state from a normal distribution with 

mean of 20 so that behavior states remained positive throughout the simulation.  We used a standard 

deviation of 4 to scale the behavior state relative to in-degree. If the standard deviation were smaller α  

would have to be larger to generate the effects; modularity or polarization would occur for larger values 

ofα ; 10 (ii) Network density of 0.2, which generated 76 ties on average.  

2.3. Second Experiment 

             In the second experiment, we initialized the simulation with two discernible groups as follows: (i) 

Each group had 10 actors with a normally distributed behavior state and within group standard 

deviation of 2, and mean behavioral difference between the two groups of 6 to make the overall mean 

and standard deviation of behavior comparable to those in experiment 1; (ii) To create dense networks 

within and a sparse network between groups we set the density of the networks within each group to 

be 0.4 and the density of the network between groups to be 0.02, retaining an overall density close to .2 

as in experiment 1.  

2.4 Key Outcome Measures 

               In both experiments we stopped each simulation after 50 iterations. We chose 50 iterations 

which represents a realistic long term trend for most systems, because most systems do not process for 

extremely long periods of time before being interrupted by external forces.11 To measure the modularity 

of the network we first used Kliquefinder (Frank, 1995;1996) to identify cohesive groups and calculated 

                                                           
10 We verify this result by rerunning the simulation using standardized popularity and homophily term. See 
alternative specification section below for details.  
11 As shown from graph fig. S1B most behavior variance shrinks to 0 when the network is fully connected into a 
single component. In all other cases we have behavioral variance because there are separable components.  
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the corresponding modularity of ties within versus between groups (we also computed the average path 

length and log odds for ties within vs between groups (Fig. S1A)); we chose KliqueFinder because it 

maximizes the odds of a tie occurring within groups relative to between groups as expressed in 

Exponential Random Graph Models (Frank, 1995).  This odds ratio is very similar to the modularity index 

(Javarone and Armano, 2013) used by community detection algorithms such as Louvain methods 

(Blondel et al., 2008).But KliqueFinder identifies the number of groups on the fly without a priori or 

posteriori input from the user, allowing the process to be fully automated. To measure the core-

periphery structure we recorded the skewness of the in-degree distribution for the actors. 12 

3. Results 

 

                                                           
12  In secondary results we also calculated average path length (Fig. S3B) for which the pattern was consistent with 
our interpretation. 
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Fig. 1. Simulations initiated with random networks for different rates of interpersonal influence. Modularity increases with 
generalized balance, with more dramatic transitions at higher levels of interpersonal influence. (A) Mean modularity increases 
with generalized balance (inclination to align individual behaviors with network members); (B) Probability of factionalization 
increases with generalized balance, and is significantly higher under higher rates of interpersonal influence (C) Mean skewness 
of popularity distribution decreases with generalized balance; (D) Average percent of total behavioral variation within clusters 
decreases with generalized balance; Each data point represents 200 simulations. 

 

                                             

                                   A                                                                                                                   B 
 
Fig. 2. Example equilibria for systems initiated with random networks: (A) Low generalized balance -- inclination to align 
individual behaviors with network members (α=0.2) and no interpersonal influence (k=0), showing core-periphery structure; (B) 
Mid-high generalized balance (α =0.7) and no interpersonal influence (k=0), showing modular structure. 
 

3.1. Initiated with Random Networks.  

              In Figure 1 each data point represents the results of 200 replications for agent based models 

based on [1] and [7] for different values of generalized balance (α ) and rate of influence relative to 

selection (k). The black lines in Figure 1A represent conditions in which actors are not influenced by their 

network members (k =0), and they are presented here as baseline, which allow us to compare with 

scenarios where actors are influenced by one another (k>0)  

Consistent with established findings, the system transitions from core periphery to one with 

clustering or modularity for increases in α. This is borne out in the increase in modularity in Figure 1a 

through to separated factions in Figure 1b, as well as the corresponding changes in skewness in Figure 

1c and percent of variation within clusters in Figure 1d. Examples of equilibria exhibiting the network 

structures as well as the behaviors of the actors for α =.2 and α =.7 are shown in Figures 2A and 2B.  
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Critically, Figure 1 shows that the extent of modularity depends on the relative rate of influence. 

Even for a modest level of influence (blue line, k=.2), the core periphery structure occurs for slightly 

higher levels of generalized balance (α =.6) than when there is no influence (α =.5 when k=0).  We 

identify two mechanisms for the presence of core-periphery structures for high levels of generalized 

balance when influence is present. First, with moderate influence the overall variance in behaviors is 

reduced (Fig. S1B) as actors’ behaviors become more similar to one another. As a result, the pursuit of 

popular others becomes more important relative to homophily in the selection model and core 

members are able to preserve their core standing. Second, when actors influence one another core 

members in particular are able to influence most others to adopt behaviors similar to their own (Fig. 

S1C).  In turn, the peripheral members continue to engage in ties with the core members because of the 

similarity in behaviors even for relatively high levels of generalized balance.  

Figure 1 also shows that the transition to modularity is more rapid when influence is present 

than when influence is absent (k=0) as indicated by the steeper slopes for the colored lines than for the 

black line in Figure 1A.  Because generalized balance operates through influence and selection, 

behaviors within nascent groups become more similar through influence as actors conform in their 

behaviors to their network members and ties become denser. The dual forces through influence and 

selection accelerate the formation of groups once they begin to emerge, with factions emerging in 

about 60% of the simulations for α  > .8 for non-zero influence (k > 0), as shown in Figure 1C. 

The trends in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that influence amplifies the effects of selection, increasing 

the attraction of core-periphery structures for low values of α  and then increasing the attraction of 

modularity for high values ofα .  The amplification effects increase with k, to the point that there is a 

near phase transition from core-periphery to modularity as indicated by the steep slope for the red lines 

for k=.8.  Furthermore, for high values of k the transition is from core-periphery to separable factions. 
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Thus when generalized balance is high and the rate of influence is high, the system can transition rapidly 

from core-periphery to modular.  From the perspective of systemic processing, the structure transitions 

from one able to diffuse information to one not able to diffuse information, challenging a static 

characterization of the system as either supporting diffusion or not. 

3.2. Initiating with Groups  

             The previous experiment characterized the effects of generalized balance (α) and relative rate of 

influence (k) on the emergence of modularity from random networks.  Of course, outside forces may 

contribute to modularity in networks, such as when external agents create venues that attract actors 

with similar behaviors (Newman, 2003). Therefore in this subsection we explore the effects of 

generalized balance and relative rate of influence on networks in which there is already a high level of 

modularity. In particular, we start with actors assigned to two groups with dense ties and homogeneous 

behaviors within each group, and sparse ties and heterogeneous behaviors between groups (see 

methods for details).   

Figure 3 shows the proportion of simulations in which separable components or factions emerge 

as a function of generalized balance (α ) and the relative rate of influence (k). Cases of factions are 

critical because they limit direct diffusion throughout the system. Factions begin to emerge for α  > .6 

regardless of the level of influence.  But when influence is present (k > 0) the probability of factions 

increases dramatically, from 20% factions when there is no influence to approximately 80% factions 

when there is influence  (with very little variation across levels of influence). 13 See examples of no 

                                                           
13 There are two reasons why we do not observe polarized groups in every replication, even in the long run.  First, 
even for α high, there is still an attraction to popular others who have the capacity to interact with and influence 
members of different groups.  As they do so they serve to bridge between the groups and keep the groups from 
fully polarizing. Second, because actors’ attributes are expressed on a continuous scale in most scenarios a typical 
pair of actors can be close enough in their beliefs to create an attraction given other conditions of the scenario. 
This is contrast to a Schelling (1971) model where actors’ attributes (race) are categorical and polarization typically 
occurs. 
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factions for k=0  and factions for k =.5 in Figure 4.When there is already a discernible fault line between 

groups, even weak influence can accentuate existing group differences and thus create factions when 

generalized balance is moderate to large (α  > .6).  

 

Fig. 3. Simulations initiated with groups: Probability of factionalization by level of generalized balance (inclination to align 
individual behaviors with network members), under different rates of interpersonal influence. Graph shows probability of 
factionalization increases with generalized balance, and the transition is sharper when interpersonal influence is present. Each 
data point represents 200 simulations. 
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Fig. 4. Specific examples of equilibria for systems initiated with a high degree of modularity, with colors showing initial cluster 
membership: (A) High generalized balance-- inclination to align individual behaviors with network members (α =0.8) with no 
interpersonal influence (k=0), showing conjoined groups; (B) High generalized balance (α =0.8) and moderate interpersonal 
influence (k=0.5), showing factions. 
 

4. Discussion 

We have expressed selection and influence as a function of a common parameter representing 

the generalized pursuit of balance between an actor’s own behaviors and those of the actor’s network 

members. This allowed us to express systemic transitions from core-periphery to modular structures 

relative to the intensity of generalized balance.  Generally, we show that for very high levels of 

generalized balance, core-periphery structures break down and modular structures emerge as actors 

prefer to interact with similar others (homophily) and divert away from preferential attachment to 

popular others.  

Although it is not surprising that core-periphery structures emerge when actors pursue popular 

others (Barabasi and Albert, 1999) and modular structures emerge when actors pursue similar others 

(Javarone and Armano, 2013; Macy et al., 2003), the unexpected finding is that the rate of transition 

from core-periphery to modularity is affected by the rate at which actors influence one another.  The 

greater the rate of influence of network partners relative to selection of network partners, the more 

delayed, but then ultimately dramatic, the transition from a core-periphery structure to modularity.  

When the rate of influence is similar to that of selection, core members are able to maintain their core 

standing even in the presence of relatively high levels of generalized balance by using their standing to 

influence peripheral members of the system.  But once a system begins to transition to modularity for 

larger levels of generalized balance, the transition occurs rapidly.  In these cases, once peripheral 

members start to separate from the core, they rapidly form satellite clusters focused around their own 

level of behavior, increasing potential homophily within clusters and decreasing potential homophily 

with others in the system.  In general, the rate of influence amplifies the attractiveness of a particular 
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state of the system; when influence is strong, the system is attracted either to a core-periphery 

structure or extreme modularity (factions), with few other states or options in between.  

4.1. Examples  

         While our models are abstractions and our simulation results are theoretical, we find some support 

for our results in empirical descriptions of transitions from core-periphery to modular social systems. 

Note that we do not claim that our models can perfectly predict outcomes in these examples. We 

merely present our models/simulations to provide some intuition to one of the possible explanations 

behind these examples. Moody (2004) documents a core-periphery structure in social science 

collaboration networks, confirming the findings of Crane (1972).  Moody (2004) argues that the core-

periphery structure can occur because of star treatment (Merton, 1968) as “high-status scientists make 

attractive collaborators since one’s own status is a function of the status of those to whom one is 

connected (Bonacich, 1987; Gould, 2002; Leifer, 1988).”  This gives members of the academic core great 

capacity to diffuse ideas (although potentially homogenizing thought).  In terms of our models, even 

though generalized balance is moderate to strong in this case (scholars are more likely to collaborate 

with others who have similar interests/opinions), influence is clearly present in the system as academics 

adopt others’ ideas and draw on their empirical findings (Friedkin, 2006).  Given the presence of 

influence, core-periphery structures should be relatively common except when generalized balance is 

extremely high.14  

Generalized balance is typically not high among academics who for the most part work with a 

small number of collaborators but do not immerse themselves in groups in their day-to-day work.  The 

exception would be when certain academic societies or schools of thought take on cult like status 
                                                           

14 One limitation of this example is that scientific collaboration networks are once and done and therefore not 
representative of the intense social dynamics as in our simulations. 
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(Abbott, 2001), as in paradigm shifts (e.g., Kuhn, 2012).  As an example, in the 1950’s the University of 

Chicago department of Sociology was focused around a core set of actors, (Herbert Blumer, Everett 

Hughs, Lloyd Warner, and Louis Wirth).    But as the department increased its focus on defining itself as 

a social entity and in diffusing an identity among its professors (actions associated with high generalized 

balance), it became increasingly polarized. 

Another example is defined by terrorist networks.  Terrorist networks often initially form a core-

peripheral structure, and influence is very strong in most such systems as ideas about religion or politics 

diffuse through the system (Hudson and Majeska, 1999; Wasmund, 1986). But unlike academic 

networks, generalized balance is extremely high in terrorist networks as they become focused around 

radical ideas (e.g., religion) and become separated from mainstream culture (Hudson and Majeska 1999; 

Rapoport 2004; Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001).  Secretive and extreme ideas increase allegiance to the 

group contributing to the pursuit of generalized balance.  Our models would predict that under such 

circumstances terrorist groups would often undergo dramatic phase shifts from core-periphery 

structures to modularity.  Indeed this was the case among Red Army terrorist groups (Hudson and 

Majeska, 1999) as well as in Al Queda (Shavit, 2006) as Osama Bin Laden separated from mainstream 

Saudi opposition by embracing violent Jihad.  The process perpetuates, as the currently self-described 

Islamic state (ISIS) separated from Al Queda as they became more radicalized (Tran, 2014; Sly, 2014). 

Our analysis suggests a conundrum for leaders, such as those of political movements, who try to 

cultivate group coherence built on generalized balance. Generalized balance creates systemic pressure 

for polarization, ultimately compromising the sustainability of the overall movement (Gamson, 1975).  

The leader then faces the dilemma of increasing generalized balance while limiting polarization, as it is 

usually very difficult to maintain group coherence when actors do not tolerate behavioral differences 

within relations (Neal & Neal, 2014). One response is to enhance the status of the core (which can 
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contribute to the sustainability of the movement (Gamson, 1975), but the core will become increasingly 

difficult to maintain as generalized balance increases.  Alternatively, leadership may preemptively 

establish integrated components limiting the organization of factions that may splinter the overall group 

(Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 2001).   

 

4.2. Alternative Specifications 

i. Standardized Variables. We verify our results by rerunning the simulation and standardizing the 

actors’ popularity and difference in behavior on the same scale. Results are consistent with the main 

findings, except that the polarizing equilibrium emerges for slightly larger values of α across the range of 

k.  

ii. Sensitivity to in-degree. We evaluated whether our results were sensitive to the in-degree 

(popularity) relative to the size of the network (Guimera et al., 2005) by simulating networks of size 50 

with maximal in-degree of 20; results were generally consistent with main results, except that when 

generalized balance was small (α  < .5) networks were slightly more modular when influence was 

present (k > 0) (Fig. S4). Our interpretation is that limiting the in-degree limited the capacity of the core 

members and therefore multiple cores emerged.  Then, when influence occurs in the presence of 

multiple cores, group boundaries are more easily created.   

iii. Stochastic models. We evaluated whether our results were sensitive to randomness in either the 

selection or influence process by adding stochastic terms to the models. By adding in random 

components in the utility functions, the functions can essentially be represented as discrete choice 

models (Mcfadden, 1973), which is very similar to models used in SIENA (Snijder et al., 2007). Results 

were generally consistent with the main results, except that when selection is stochastic and influence is 
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deterministic there is always convergence to a common set of behaviors and no modularity (see Henry 

et al. 2015, Fig. S5 for explanation).   

iv. Relational Memory. We evaluated whether our results were sensitive to relational memory in the 

selection process by accounting for whether actors had previous ties in the selection utility function. 

When we include relational memory in the simulations the system converges more slowly and the effect 

of the rate of influence (k) is dampened such that even systems with moderate to large values of k are 

similar to those in which there is no influence.  That is, transitions from core-periphery to modularity are 

more gradual even for moderate to large values of k when there is relational memory.   

4.3 Future Extensions 

            While the models used in our simulation are rooted in the utility function of actors’ micro-choices 

and have generated the two most common network structures- core-periphery and modular networks, 

we consider several extensions in future work: 

 i. Influence process faster than selection. In our model setup we assume rates of influence k ranges 

from 0 to 1, and α ≥ γ, which implies that selection always runs faster than or equal to influence. The 

rationale is that some research finds that behavior is more stable than networks (Engels et al. 1997; 

Mercken et al., 2010). But the model can be easily extended to include situations where α ≤ γ , in which 

influence runs faster than selection. 

ii. Alternatives to homophily other than popularity. In our selection models we chose pursuit of 

popularity (indegree) to off against pursuit of homophily. However as we noted in the introduction there 

are many bases for choosing network members other than popularity. For example actors can pursue 

different types of centrality such as closeness centrality or betweeness centrality (Buechel & Buskens, 

2013). Alternatively actors can pursue different type of resources as represented in transitivity 

(Newman, 2003) or structural brokerage (Burt, 2009). Our approach provides a general framework 
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through which we can test these different alternatives, although we believe the inclusion of popularity 

in the selection model is essential as it is an inherent outcome of homophily on selection. In future work 

we can extend our models and represent these processes in the utility functions. 

4.4. Implications  

Generally, our theory and simulation results have important implications for diffusion.  As an 

ideal typical example, one might perceive that a core-periphery structure is relatively stable during 

diffusion, even in a system in which generalized balance is high.  But the system may be evolving 

towards an unanticipated rapid phase shift to modularity.  This phase shift might be interpreted as an 

emergent conflict, when in fact the underlying dynamics are continuously present. Generally, change 

agents should be aware of the rate of diffusion (influence) in a system under different levels of 

generalized balance: in a low generalized balance system, change agents can leverage influence through 

a core-periphery structure to diffuse ideas or innovations. But in a system with high generalized balance, 

change agents must be aware that too rapid a diffusion process can polarize the system, ultimately 

impeding the diffusion of innovations.15 For example, 

Corporate leaders seeking to rapidly create a new organizational culture during a merger process will 

often fail or even polarize the organization, as it takes time to cultivate employees’ readiness and build 

collective identity before any significant organizational change can happen (Champy, 1995; Balmer & 

Dinnie , 1999). 

         By studying the cause of the factionalization from individual utility as manifest in selection and 

influence models in our simulations, we can provide some intuition for possible strategies that facilitate 

or limit polarization. The typical approach would be to limit the extent to which actors are able to 

                                                           
15 Note that we used a simple diffusion process (instead of repeated exposure (Centola, 2010) in our simulation, 
the system will converge (global diffusion) as long as there is connectivity in the network. But in more general 
cases a highly modular network (instead of separable components) can impede the rate at which global diffusion is 
achieved. 
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influence one another.  This would especially apply to limiting the capacity for members in the core to 

influence members of the periphery in which case the peripheral members will be more likely to deviate 

from system norms, ultimately polarizing the system. But our simulations also suggest an intriguing 

alternative in which change agents seeking to limit the capacity of a system attempt to increase the 

generalized balance of the social system, which would facilitate polarization and thereby constrain 

diffusion (Penuel et al., 2013; Gould, 1999; Simon, 1965).  Increasing the generalized balance of the 

system could be accomplished by increasing the social salience of the system, encouraging actors to 

align their attributes with those of their salient network members.  Increasing generalized balance 

increases the probability of polarization regardless of the level of influence. Thus a change agent seeking 

to inhibit a system could leverage the paradox that the more salient a social system is for its members 

the more vulnerable it is to polarization.  
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Supporting Information 

 
 
 
 
Fig. S1. Simulation results initiated with random networks for different rates of influence.  Results consistent with those in main 
text – modularity increases with generalized balance, and is amplified by influence. (A) Mean log-odds (log-odds of a tie 
occurring within groups relative to between groups based on group membership identified by Kliquefinder increases with 
generalized balance, consistent with Fig 1A; (B) Mean variance of actors’ behavior in the system first decreases then increases 
with generalized balance; All results show more dramatic changes at higher levels of interpersonal influence. (C) To show 
popular (high in-degree) nodes are also more central in the behavior space through influence, we eliminate homophily and only 
allow for the pursuit of popular others in the selection process, then we perform the simulation and measure the correlation 
between a node’s popularity and deviance of the node from the mean behavior of the system. C shows this correlation 
decreases with higher levels of interpersonal influence, indicating popular nodes deviate less from the mean behavior of the 
system when influence is present, and are thus more central in the behavior space as well as the network space. Each data 
point represents 200 simulations. 
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Fig. S2. Example equilibria for systems initiated with random networks: (A) Mid-high α  (0.7) and no influence, showing a 
modular network; (B) Mid-high α  (0.7) but with influence(k=0.5), showing core-periphery structure; (C) High α (0.9) and no 
influence, showing a highly modular network; (D) High α (0.9) but with influence(k=0.5), showing factions; (E) Low α (0.2) and 
no influence, showing a core-periphery structure; (F) α =0.65 with no influence (k=0), showing a hybrid structure between core-
periphery and modularity, and with high skewness.  
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Fig. S3. Simulation results initiated with groups. All results are consistent with Fig 3 as factions are more likely to emerge with 
higher generalized balance. (A) Mean log-odds (log odds of a tie occurring within groups relative to between groups based on 
group membership identification by Kliquefinder increases with generalized balance; (B) Mean path length increases 
withgeneralized balance; (C) Mean skewness of popularity distribution decreases with generalized balance. Each data point 
represents 200 simulations. 
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Fig. S4.  Sensitivity of main results to network size.  Results are generally consistent with main results, except that when 
generalized balance (α ) is small (α  < .5) networks are more modular when influence is present. We increase network size to 50 
and limit maximum popularity (in-degree) of each node to be 20. Then we initialize with a random network. Modularity, 
logodds, skewness of popularity distribution and proportion of behavior variation within groups are shown in Fig S4 A,B,C,D. 
When there are multiple cores (because popularity is limited to 20) and influence is present, group boundaries may be more 
easily created. Each data point represents 200 simulations. 
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   A: Stochastic Selection with Deterministic Influence                   B: Deterministic Selection with Stochastic Influence           

      

  C: Stochastic Selection with Stochastic Influence                         D: Deterministic Selection with Deterministic Influence    

Fig. S5. Example equilibria from deterministic or stochastic processes in the influence and selection models when generalized 
balance is high  and influence is present: (A) Selection is stochastic (probability of tie formation is proportional to utility) but 
influence is deterministic. System reaches global convergence in terms of behavioral states and without modularity, consistent 
with Henry et al. (2015) because the random component creates a non-zero probability that actors from polarized groups will 
have a tie. (B) Selection is deterministic but influence is stochastic (stationary influence process with a random component). 
System exhibits no global convergence and a modular structure, which is consistent with results from Macy et al. (2003). (C) 
Both selection and influence are stochastic. System exhibits no global convergence and a modular structure. Randomness in the 
selection process creates opportunities for convergence as in A, but this is offset by randomness in the influence process that 
contributes to variability in behavior. (D) Both selection and influence are deterministic as in our main results -- system exhibits 
polarization and a modular structure.  
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Study γ (product of α and k)  α k 
Frank et al (2004)  
Only Influence 

0.4   

Penuel et al (2012) 
Only Influence 

0.26   

Liu et al (2015) 
Influence and Selection 

0.05 0.8 0.06 

 

                                                                                 Table S1 

Table. S1. Anchoring the Magnitude of Generalized balance and Rates of Influence in Empirical Data. We use three empirical 
results to anchor our simulations for generalized balance (α) and rates of Influence (k).  The behavioral outcomes include 
teachers’ computer use (Frank et al., 2004), teachers’ instructional practices (Penuel et al., 2012) and senators’ voting behavior 
(Liu et al., 2015). To calculate γ we estimated the influence model based on [6] in each dataset (controlling for other 
covariates), and used the ratio between standardized OLS estimates of the prior (yit-1) and the network exposure term as an 
indicator for γ. For example in Frank et al. (2004) standardized OLS estimates of the prior term was 0.32 and 0.21 for network 
exposure term.  Therefore γ is calculated as 0.21/(0.32+0.21)≈0.4. To calculate α we estimated the selection model based on 
[1], and as above we used the ratio between standardized estimates of indicators for popularity and homophily to anchor α. 
Then we used the expression k=γ/ α to calculate k, the rate of influence relative to selection. For example in Liu et al (2015) we 
first estimated γ and α as in the table, and then k is calculated as γ/α= 0.05/0.8≈0.06. This implies that one can estimate α and k 
from data that include both actors’ beliefs/behaviors as well as ties between actors over time.  
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Technical Appendix A 
 

The selection model presented in the main text is based on the utility function: 

1 -1 -1U =(1- )p | y -y |ijt jt it jtα α- - . Here we derive the scaling function between |yi-yj| and 

popularity (pj) by examining the implications for each for a given change in belief (or behavior) 
of a given actor, from yi to yi . We are then able to combine the results into a scaling function 
linking the scale of |yi-yj| to the scale for pj. Throughout we present examples for an actor who 
changes in belief from 2 standard deviations above the mean to one standard deviation above the 
mean.  Results for beliefs below the mean can be obtained by symmetry. 
 
Scaling Function for Changes in Belief and |yi-yj|  
 

We need E|yi-yj| when belief changes from the specific value yi to the specific value yi . 
From the folded normal distribution and any constant k,  
 

2E[|k-y |] [1 2 ( )] 2 / exp( / 2)j k k kp= - - Φ + - .  Therefore, the expected change in |yi-yj| when 

actor i changes from yi to yi is: 

2

2

E[| -y |] E[| -y |]

[1 2 ( )] 2 / exp( / 2)

{ [1 2 ( )] 2 / exp( / 2)}

i j i j

i i i

i i i

y y

y y y

y y y

p

p

- =

- - Φ + -

- - - Φ + -



    

For example, assume Y~ N(0,1) and when i changes from yi =2 to yi =1 the expected |yi-yj| gets 
smaller by about .85 units: 
E[|1-y |] E[|2-y |]

1[1 2(.841)] 2 / exp( 1/ 2)

{ 2[1 2(.977)] 2 / exp( 2)}
1.167 2.017 0.850

j j

p

p

-

= - - + -

- - - + -
= - = -

 

 
Scaling function between Change of Belief and Popularity before Homophily has been Manifest 
in Actors’ Selection of Network Partners  

 
In this subsection we develop a scale between pj (popularity of actor j) and |yi0-yj0| (the 

absolute value of the differences in belief between i and j at time 0) before homophily manifest 
in actors’ choices of network partners (in the last subsection we derive the result after homophily 
has been manifest). Also assume that ties are randomly assigned before homophily has been 
manifest.  Also assume that popularity is, in accordance with expectation for random ties, the 
same across actors so actors only consider belief differences in selecting interaction partners at 
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time zero. The derivations in this appendix are independent of the value of α under the 
assumption that all actors have the same level of popularity at time 0 such α p j  merely adds a 

constant to the utility function and so does not differentiate among actors.  
For ease of calculation, we present a scenario in which there are 100 actors, and their 

belief, Y, follows a standard normal distribution N(0,1). We also let each actor make 10 
nominations (with density .1) – such that out-degree is fixed across actors such that we focus on 
ties received by an actor -- popularity.  Consider actor i on the extreme of the distribution of Y, 
roughly 2 standard deviations higher than the mean (yi=+2std).  Then define yi as a new value of 
belief actor i might adopt. In particular, we examine the scenario in which actor i considers 
changing from a belief 2 standard deviations above the mean to belief one standard deviation 
above the mean: yi  =+1std.   

A change from yi=+2std to yi =+1std would move actor i from the 97.5th percentile to the 
84th percentile (as shown in Figure 1A below). This would allow actor i to attract new ties 
coming from those below the 84th percentile (sections B –E in Figure 1A) that were initially 
designated for actors with beliefs between the 84th and 97.5th percentiles (section A in Figure 
1A).  In a random network with density .1 and size 100 each actor in A would be expected to 
receive 10 nominations total, of which 84% or 8.4 would come from B through E. Therefore by 
changing belief from yi =+2std to yi =+1std, actor i would now displace one actor in A in 
attracting nominations from B-E, gaining 8.4 nominations.  

 
Figure 1A. Actor i changes belief from +2std to +1std 
 

On the other hand, by changing belief from yi =+2std to yi =+1std actor i would lose ties 
that the two actors in F originally designated for actors in A.  In a random network, 2/100=.02 
nominations would come from F.  Therefore we would expect actor i to lose 10*.02=.2 ties from 
F when moving from yi=+2std to yi =+1std.  Then the net gain as a result of moving from +2std 
to +1std is 8.4-.2=8.2 (ignoring for the moment what occurs within A itself). 

Formally, let Φ be the percentile from the normal distribution (although any distribution 
could be used).  Then 
# gained ties =(Number of actors to left of the section to which actor transferred) * density * n. 
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=Φ( yi ) *density*n=.84*.1*100=8.4                                                                         (1) 
# of lost ties= (Number of actors to right of the section from which actor transferred) * density * 
n. 
= [1-Φ( yi )] *density*n=.02*.1*100=.2                                                                      (2) 
So the net change = gained ties – lost ties=8.4-.2=8.2.   
 
The combined formula is 
Φ( yi ) *density*n- [1-Φ( yi )] *density*n=density*n(Φ( yi )-[1-Φ( yi )]=density*n(Φ( yi )+Φ( yi )-
1].                                                                                                                                 (3) 

To account for changes among actors in block A consider the following intuition. If 14% 
of the actors are in A, with 9% to the left of the midpoint and 5% to the right, then in moving 
from yi=+2std to yi = +1std actor i will lose ties coming from the right side of A to actors on the 
left side of A.  Because 5% of the ties to actor i are expected to come from the right side of A, 
the expected loss is: 
Lost from the right side of A= .05*n*density=.06*100*.1=.5 

On the other hand, by moving from yi=+2std to yi = +1std actor i gains the ties on the left 
hand side of A:  
Gains from the left of A= .09*n*density=.09*100*.1=.9.   
So the net gain within A as a result of moving from yi=+2std to yi = +1std is .9-.5=.4.  Including 
A into the previous calculations, the total change is: 8.4-.2+.4=8.6 

Formally, the loss within A is:  
(Φ[ yi ]-Φ [ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]) *density*n=(.98-.93)*.1*100=.05*.1*100=.5.                    (4) 
Similarly, the gain within A is  
Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-Φ[ yi ]) *density*n=(.93-.84)*.1*100=.09*.1*100=.9.                       (5) 
Combining the gain and loss within A: 
Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-Φ[ yi ]) *density*n-(Φ[ yi ]-Φ [ (y y ) / 2i i+ ])*density*n 

={Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-Φ[ yi ]) -(Φ[ yi ]-Φ [ (y y ) / 2i i+ ])}*density*n 

={2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-Φ[ yi ]-Φ[ yi ]}*density*n=2*.93-.84-.98=.04*density*n=.04*.1*100=.4        
                                                                                                                                       (6) 

Next the component within A can be added to the previous formula for change in in-
degree:  
density*n(Φ( yi )+Φ( yi )-1])+ {2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-Φ[ yi ]-Φ[ yi ]}*density*n 

=density*n{(Φ( yi )+Φ( yi )-1])+ {2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-Φ[ yi ]-Φ[ yi ]} 

=density*n{({2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-1}= density*n*2*.93-1 =.1*100*.86=8.6                    (7) 

We can refer to the equation above as the scaling function of yi and yi and density: 
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SF( yi , yi ,density)= density*n{({2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-1}.                                                   (8) 

The result will differ depending on the specific values of yi and yi .  Note also the approach 
applies to any distribution for Y. 
 
SF( yi , yi ) can also be expressed as: 

(# of ties/n)*{({2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-1}=(# of ties/n)*2*.93-1=(1000/100)*.86=8.6          (9) 

= (average in-degree)*{({2Φ[ (y y ) / 2i i+ ]-1}=10*(2*.93-1)=10*.84=8.6 
 
Combining Results  
The general scaling function is obtained by combining the results of the previous two sections: 

2 2[1 2 ( )] 2 / exp( / 2) [1 2 ( )] 2 / exp( / 2)

( [ 1
2

2 ]* )

i i i i i i

i i

y y y y y y

density yn y
p

φ

p- - Φ + - + - Φ

-

- -
+

⇒

  



 

In particular, when an actor’s belief changes from of yi =2 to yi =1, the expected change in |yi-yj|  
is -.85 and the expected change in popularity at baseline is 8.6.  Therefore the ratio of change in 
popularity units (in-degree) to homophily units (|yi-yj|) is about 10 to -1.  A one unit decrease in 
|yi-yj| translates to about a 10 unit increase in popularity. 
 
 
Scaling function for when Homophily has already been invoked: 

At t=1, network ties are not randomly distributed as actors have already selected network 
members based on similarity of beliefs. Therefore, for t=1 we focus on who will nominate actor 
i, retaining the assumption that actor i’s out-degree is fixed at 10. In particular, consider the 
nominations made by actor j with belief yj: 

  ( ) 0.1
j

j

y

y

x dx
ε

ε

j
+

-

=∫ ,                                                                                                      (10) 

Such that the all of the actors that actor j will nominate will come from within [yj -ε, yj +ε]. That 
is, for t=1 actor j will nominate everyone whose behavior is within [yj -ε, yj +ε], which is exactly 
10 actors, to maintain an out-degree of 10.  Note that actor j’s belief is at the center of the 
interval [yj -ε, yj +ε]. Otherwise actor j will not nominate some actors who are closer in belief 
than the actors j does nominate.  

Applying (10), we now focus on who will nominate actor i if yi =+2std. In particular, 
consider the interval from which the nominations for actor must come (ignoring ties that come 
from those with values higher than +2std for the moment):  

1.0)(
2

=∫
la

dxxφ ,                                                                                                       (11) 
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Solving the integral yields al =1.15 (note if the density were lower then al would be greater). The 
implication of (11) is that one of the 10 nominations made by an actor at the center of the 
interval [1.15,2] will go to i.  Because the center of the interval [1.1.5,2] is 1.575, actor j will 
nominate actor i if yj=1.575. 

Next, since 1.0)(
2

<∫
+∞

dxxφ
                                                                                        (12) 

 

all actors with beliefs greater than actor i will nominate actor i. In fact, following the normal 

distribution, 
2

( ) 0.023x dxj
+∞

∫  .  Thus, the total number of actors who will nominate actor i when 

yi=+2std is 

1.575

* ( ) 100*0.06 6n x dxj
+∞

≈ =∫ .                                                                                     (13) 

Using similar logic, for yi =+1std the actor with lowest belief who will nominate i is al =.65, and 
the actor at the center of the interval holds belief yj= 0.825.  Next, the actor, k, with the highest 
belief who will nominate i is obtained from 

1

( ) 0.1
ua

x dxj =∫ ,                                                                                                             (14) 

for which au=1.6 and yk= 1.3. Thus the total number of actors who will nominate actor i when yi 
=+1 std is: 

1.3

0.825

100* ( ) 100*0.11 11x dxj ≈ =∫
 
.                                                                               (15)  

As a result the total nominations gained by moving from yi=+2std to yi =+1 std is 11 - 6=5 
nominations.  Note that the number of nominations gained is less than in the initial conditions at 
time zero because there is less fluidity in the system because actors have already expressed their 
preferences in their nominations at time 1.   
 The in-degree of an actor for t=1 can be expressed as: 
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Noting that if 11.0)( >+Φ iy ,  is substituted by 1. 
The general scaling function under this assumption then is 
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For yi=+2std: 

575.1
2

2)1.0)2((1

=
+-ΦΦ-

, 
And as φ(2) +0.1 > 1 , 
 

  is substituted by 1.  The total in-degree when yi=+2std is then:
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Next, the interval for yi =+1std is: 
1( (1) 0.1) 1 1.3

2

-Φ Φ + +
=

,

1( (1) 0.1) 1 0.825
2

-Φ Φ - +
=

.                                                   (18) 
And the in-degree is 

1.3

0.825

*[ (1.3) (0.825)] * ( ) 100*0.11 11n n x dxjΦ -Φ = ≈ =∫ .                                              (19)
 

And the total in-degree gained/lost by moving from yi to yi is: 
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 =11-6=5                            (20) 

 
Therefore when homophily has been manifest when an actor’s belief changes from of yi =2 to yi

=1, the expected change in popularity at baseline is 5, and the ratio to change in |yi-yj| is 5/(-.85), 
which is about 6 to -1.   The change is less than at time zero because the system is less fluid once 
homophily has been manifest. 
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